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QUESTION 1

A company runs an application on Amazon EC2 Instances. The application is deployed in private subnets in three
Availability Zones of the us-east-1 Region. The instances must be able to connect to the internet to download files The
company wants a design that Is highly available across the Region. Which solution should be implemented to ensure
that there are no disruptions to Internet connectivity? 

A. Deploy a NAT Instance In a private subnet of each Availability Zone. 

B. Deploy a NAT gateway in a public subnet of each Availability Zone. 

C. Deploy a transit gateway in a private subnet of each Availability Zone. 

D. Deploy an internet gateway in a public subnet of each Availability Zone. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company hosts a popular website in the AWS Cloud, A solutions architect needs to provide reports about user click
behaviour in near-real time as users navigate the website. Which solution will meet this requirement 

A. Store the clickstream data in Amazon DynamoDB. Deploy an application that runs on AWS Elastic Beanstalk to
process and analyze the data. 

B. Push the clickstream data from each session to an Amazon Kinesis data stream Analyze the dab by using Amazon
Kinesis Data Analytics. 

C. Store the clickstream data in an Amazon S3 bucket. Order the data by timestamp Process the data with an AWS
Lambda function that is subscribed to object creation events on the S3 bucket. 

D. Forward the clickstream data to Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) Store the data In an Amazon ROS
for MySQL DB instance. Deploy Amazon FC2 Instances to process and analyze the data 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A company collects temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure data in cities across multiple continents. The
average volume of data collected per site each day is 500 GB. Each site has a high- speed internet connection. The 

company\\'s weather forecasting applications are based in a single Region and analyze the data daily. 

What is the FASTEST way to aggregate data for all of these global sites? 

A. Enable Amazon S3 Transfer Acceleration on the destination bucket. Use multipart uploads to directly upload site data
to the destination bucket. 

B. Upload site data to an Amazon S3 bucket in the closest AWS Region. Use S3 cross-Region replication to copy
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objects to the destination bucket. 

C. Upload site data to an Amazon S3 bucket in the closest AWS Region. Use S3 cross-Region replication to copy
objects to the destination bucket. 

D. Upload the data to an Amazon EC2 instance in the closes Region. Store the data in an Amazon EBS volume. One a
day take an EBS snapshot and copy it to the centralize Region. Restore the EBS volume in the centralized Region and
run an analysis on the data daily. 

Correct Answer: A 

Step -1 To transfer to S3 from global sites : Amazon S3 Transfer Acceleration enables fast, easy, and secure transfers
of files over long distances between your client and your Amazon S3 bucket. S3 Transfer Acceleration leverages
Amazon CloudFront\\'s globally distributed AWS Edge Locations. Used to accelerate object uploads to S3 over long
distances (latency). Transfer acceleration is as secure as a direct upload to S3. Step -2 : When the application
analyze/aggregate the data from S3 and then again upload the results 

-Multipart upload http://lavnish.blogspot.com/2017/06/aws-s3-cross-region-replication.html
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/transfer-acceleration/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has deployed a business-critical application in the AWS Good The application uses Amazon EC2 instances
that run in the us-east-1 Region The application uses Amazon S3 for storage of all critical data 

To meet compliance requirements the company must create a disaster recovery (DR) plan that provides the capability of
a full failover to another AWS Region 

What should a solutions architect recommend for this DR plan? 

A. Deploy the application to multiple Availability Zones in us-east-1 Create a resource group in AWS Resource Groups
Turn on automatic failover for the application to use a predefined recovery Region 

B. Perform a virtual machine (VM) export by using AWS Import/Export on the existing EC2 instances Copy the exported
instances to the destination Region in the event of a disaster provision new EC2 instances from the exported EC2
instances 

C. Create snapshots of all Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volumes that are attached to the EC2 instances
in us-east-t Copy the snapshots to the destination Region In the event of a disaster provision new EC2 instances from
the EBS snapshots 

D. Use S3 Cross-Region Replication for the data that is stored in Amazon S3 Create an AWS CloudFormation template
for the application with an S3 bucket parameter In the event of a disaster deploy the template to the destination Region
and specify the local S3 bucket as the parameter 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A company runs an internal browser-based application The application runs on Amazon EC2 instances behind an
Application Load Balancer The instances run in an Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling group across multiple Availability Zones
The Auto Scaling group scales up to 20 instances during work hours, but scales down to 2 instances overnight Staff are
complaining that the application is very slow when the day begins, although it runs well by mid-morning. 
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How should the scaling be changed to address the staff complaints and keep costs to a minimum? 

A. Implement a scheduled action that sets the desired capacity to 20 shortly before the office opens 

B. Implement a step scaling action triggered at a lower CPU threshold, and decrease the cooldown period. 

C. Implement a target tracking action triggered at a lower CPU threshold and decrease the cooldown period 

D. Implement a scheduled action that sets the minimum and maximum capacity to 20 shortly before the office opens 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/as-scaling-simple-step.html 
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